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Exacting and recognized standards
The Blue Angel guarantees that a product or service meets 
high standards when it comes to its environmental, health 
and performance characteristics. In the process, these 
products and services are always evaluated across their 
entire life cycle. Criteria are developed for each individual 
product group that must be fulfilled by those products and 
services awarded with the Blue Angel. And in order to 
reflect technological advances, the Federal Environmental 
Agency reviews these criteria every three to four years. 
This process requires companies to constantly improve the 
environmental friendliness of their products over time.

Transparency and independence
The Blue Angel is a Type-1 environmental label according 
to ISO 14024. It thus meets the highest requirements 
when it comes to the standards it sets, the relevance of 
the award criteria and the independence, management and 
transparency of the development and award processes.

Setting high 
standards in 
environmentally 
friendly product 
design. 

The Blue Angel is the German 
Government’s label for environmentally 
friendly products and services. As the 
first environmental label worldwide, it has 
stood for independence and credibility 
for over 35 years. The Blue Angel sets 
high standards for environmentally                  
friendly product design and has proven 
itself as a reliable guide for a more 
sustainable consumption.
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Our global bestseller, Composure, has received 
the Blue Angel certification with its Graphlex and 
CQuest™Bio backings. Composure has been proven 
to have low emissions and odour, low pollutant and no 
negative impact on well-being in the living environment.

Our certified 
products.  
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Composure 

Composure with Graphlex backing  

75% yarn recycled content

A timeless, bio-inspired design in 32 neutral, 
bright & natural colours

Non Directional installation (time/cost gains)

Composure with CQuest™Bio backing

All the advantages of Composure with Graphlex

69.77% total recycled & bio-based content

Carbon-negative alternative to existing backing 
materials 

Composure’s natural inspiration shows in the design and practical benefits.         
The refreshed palette takes on more colour, with both chalky pastels and poppy 
brights which can be used in isolation or using tonal colours together to create a 
transitional effect from light to dark.

Our default Graphlex backing offers a great blend of comfort, durability, 
sustainability and acoustic performance.   

CQuest™Bio offers the best possible environmental performance. The bio-
based content used provides a carbon-negative alternative to existing backing 
materials, reducing the overall carbon footprint of the finished carpet tile 
significantly and increasing the total recycled and biobased content.
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